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Say What? and Quip Quotes? 
 

Here’s some advice: At a job interview, tell them you’re willing to give 110 percent. Unless the 

job is a statistician. - A. Gropman 

 

Does it disturb anyone else that “The Los Angeles Angels” baseball team translates directly to 

“The The Angels Angels”? - N. DeGrasse Tyson 

 

I have never worked out the  moral to Humpty Dumpty.  Is it “Don’t let horses perform medical 

procedures”? - R. Gervais 

 

Knowledge is realizing that the street is one-way, wisdom is looking both directions anyway -

Unk. 

 

The trouble with having an open mind, of course, is that people will insist on coming along and 

trying to put things in it. -T. Pratchett 
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Insect Focus 
Longhorn Beetles of Nova Scotia 

Jeff Ogden 

Longhorn beetles or Cerambycids are among one of the most easily recognized beetles that occur in Nova 

Scotia. Their larger size and long antennae are easy characteristics to solve the mystery of what you may 

have on your screen window or what is crawling out of your basement stash of firewood. Having said that 

they are also one of the more diverse families of beetles in size, colour, shape and habit in the province. 

All longhorn beetles currently recorded from Nova Scotia feed 

as larvae on or in wood. Many species are generalist and are a 

significant component to the natural cycle of the forest ecosys-

tem feeding on a variety of dead and dying host species such as 

whitespotted sawyer, Monochamus scutellatus or pine stump 

borer, Asemum striatum. Others are host species specific and 

feed on healthy, living trees resulting in light or more cosmetic 

damage (Oak twig pruner, Elaphidionoides villosus) to tree mor-

tality (Round-headed apple borer, Saperda candida) 

 Longhorn beetles in Nova Scotia vary in size 

greatly, ranging from only 4-6 mm 

(Pogonocherus spp. and Hyperplatys spp.) to 

the largest of our native beetles, the brown pri-

onid, Orthosoma brunneum at 25-50 mm long. 

Some of our most colourful insects are longhorn 

beetles, such as the beautiful yellow and black 

locust borer, Megacyllene robinae and the me-

tallic, purplish-blue, violet tanbark borer, 

Callidium violaceum.  

Several species have been known as major forest pest causing considerable damage to a variety of 

tree species in Nova Scotia. Native species such as the sugar maple borer, Glycobius speciosus can cause sig-

nificant damage to older stands of sugar maple potentially affecting maple syrup production. The introduced 

brown spruce longhorn beetle, Tetropium fusum, was the focus of multi million dollar surveillance and eradi-

cation program in Nova Scotia assessing the risks this species may pose on the spruce stands. This threat of 

the spread of the brown spruce longhorn beetle as well as the risk of the introduction of additional exotic 

pest species such as the Asian longhorn beetle, Anoplophora glabripennis has heightened our awareness of 

longhorn beetle pest species.  

Brown prionid. Black locust borer. 

Whitespotted sawyer larva in its gallery in 
wood. (Natural Resources Canada, Cana-
dian Forest Service) 
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Insect Focus Longhorn Beetles of Nova Scotia (cont.) 

Thanks to targeted species surveys like that for the brown spruce longhorn beetle, general forest surveys 

(Kehler et al 2004, Robertson 1990) and the work of taxonomist like Chris Majka and Reg Webster, the cur-

rent knowledge we have on the diversity of longhorn beetle species within Nova Scotia has greatly increased. 

In McNamara (1991) only forty seven species were officially documented as from Nova Scotia. McCorquodale 

(2010) now list over 133 species of longhorn beetles form the Atlantic Ecoregion with just over 100 for the 

province of Nova Scotia alone.  

The DNR Insect Reference collection has also benefited greatly from the Department’s involvement with 

the collaborative brown spruce longhorn beetle survey. As a result of the flight intercept trap catches, as well 

as captures from various biodiversity surveys (i.e. Brier and Scatarie Island) and general field sampling, hun-

dreds of longhorn beetle specimens have been added since the survey began in the mid 2000s. By closely 

examining the bycatch (the insect specimens collected but not necessarily targeted), the collection now holds 

seventy three species of longhorn beetles. Fifty six species are a direct result of examining the by-catch while 

the remainders were species targeted by the various intercept traps and foliage sweeps.  

 

Species of particular interest include:  

Neospondylis upiformis a longhorn species collected as bycatch from a BSLB flight intercept trap in Cape Bre-

ton. This was the first record of this species in Nova Scotia and the first in the Maritimes since the 1930s 

(Majka and Ogden 2010).  

 

Semanotus litigiosus collected as bycatch in an intercept trap designed to survey spruce beetle. This was only 

the second record of this species in the province and the first since 1916 (Webster, McCorq and Majka 2009). 

The importance of retaining by catch specimens is also shown in additional species. 

 

Microgoes oculatus collected as by catch from a flight intercept trap as well and was only the second record 

of this species in the province (Webster, McCorq and Majka 2009). 

Sugar maple borer. Roundheaded apple borer. 

Violet tanbark borer. 
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Insect Focus Longhorn Beetles of Nova Scotia (cont.) 
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So what is the importance of knowing the current diversity of longhorn beetle species in 

Nova Scotia? 

 If we do not know what species we have now, we will never know what impact invasive 

species or climate changes may have on native populations in the future. This obviously 

goes for all insect species not just longhorn beetles. 

 Targeted sampling and general habitat surveys are beneficial, but almost as important is 

the need to examine and retain the bycatch from these surveys. This additional information 

will benefit both our base biodiversity knowledge as well provide another tool for monitoring 

the presence of new invasive species at minimum cost and effort.  

http://www.canacoll.org/Coleo/Checklist/PDF%20files/CERAMBYCIDAE.pdf
http://www.acadianes.org/journal/papers/majkaogden_1002.pdf
http://pensoftonline.net/zookeys/index.php/journal/article/view/122/241
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Entomologist’s Overview 
Gina Penny 

Update from the Forestry Pest Management Forum 

Ottawa, Ontario, 1-3 December 2015 

 

 In early December, I attended the 58th annual Forest Pest Management Forum in Ottawa, Ontario. The 

Forum is the largest and most significant gathering of forest pest management experts, managers and practi-

tioners in Canada. The objective is to share information on current and future pest conditions, pest control 

operations, environmental issues and the development of alternatives to chemical insecticides, as well as to 

discuss new technology and the latest research findings. The following is a summary of the information pre-

sented during the provincial and territorial updates and is current as of the end of November. 

 

 Abbreviations used below: Average = avg., CFIA = Canadian Food Inspection Agency, dec. = decrease, 

defo. = defoliation, E = east,  ha = hectare, inc. = increase, moderate = mod., N = north, pop(s). = popula-

tion(s), S = south, severe = sev. W = west.  

 Participating provinces and territories: Alberta (AB), British Columbia (BC), Manitoba (MB), New Brunswick 

(NB), Newfoundland (NL), North West Territories (NWT), Nova Scotia (NS), Ontario (ON), Quebec (QC), Sas-

katchewan (SK), Yukon (YT).  

 
Table 1. REPORTS on SPRUCE BUDWORM (SBW). 

 

NS Trapping 2015 = 65% positive, 2014 = 60% positive. Avg. moths/trap & max. trap catch also up - 

2015= 3 moths/trap & 28 moths respectively 2014 = 2 moths/trap & 23 moths. No defoliation.  

NB Scattered patches of defo. detected. First reports of defo. since end of last outbreak. 

NL Defo. 2015 (Labrador) = 36,352 ha mod.-sev.; 2014 = 50,767 ha. No defo. on the island. Trapping 

2015 (on island) = dec.’d 2nd consecutive year (avg. 15.8 moths/trap). Goose Bay area (Labrador) 

range of moths/trap also dec.’d 2015 = 51 – 670, 2014 = 158 - 1479. Elsewhere in Labrador, pops. 

remain low.  

QC Defo. 2015 = 6,315,262 ha; 2014 = 4,275,065 ha.  

ON NE Region areas within which mod.-sev. defo. & mortality was caused 2015 (defo.) = 148,542 ha 

2015 (mortality) = 182 ha 2014 (defo.) = 30,317 ha.  

MB No defo. detected via aerial survey. Inc. in trap counts but still low.  

SK 2014 & 2015 = no defo. 2015 = No overwintering larval (L2) surveys conducted.  

AB 2013 = suspend pheromone trapping. 2015 = very little defo. (all light); down from 2014.  

BC Defo. 2014 = 9,135 ha; 2015 = 44,652 ha. 2015 = treated 16,000 ha in Caribou Region. No treat-

ment expected for 2016.  

NWT Defo. mapped in Mackenzie Delta near Inuvik beyond the Arctic Circle. Defo. 2015 = 174,263 ha up 

128%.  

USA Defo. 2014 = 250,000 acres in Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota. No activity in Maine.  
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Entomologist’s Overview Update from the Forestry Pest Management Forum (cont.) 

Table 2. REPORTS on FOREST TENT CATERPILLAR (FTC). 

 
Table 3. REPORTS on GYPSY MOTH (GM). 

 

Table 4. REPORTS on MOUNTAIN PINE BEETLE (MPB). 

 

NB Ongoing defo. south of Bathurst  ~ 3,500 ha. 

QC Defo. 2015 = 25,676 ha; 2014 = 2,672 ha.  

ON Areas within-which mod.–sev. defo. was caused. 2015 = 681,644 ha; 2014 = 471,622 ha.  

MB Can be found everywhere across prov. Elevated pops. for last couple years.  

AB Aspen defoliation - majority of pest is FTC.  

NWT New pest. Defo. 2015 = 104,781 ha.  

NS Trapping 2015 (multipher) = avg. trap catch up in all 3 prov. regions from 3 moths/trap in the East to 

497 moths/trap in the West. Overall 5 of positive traps remains unchanged from 2014 at 76%. Trap-

ping 2015 (delta) = Since 2003, avg. trap catch in all 9 non-regulated towns has been 1.6 moths/ 

trap or less with the exception of Antigonish in 2015 avg’ing 2.2 moths/trap.  

ON Areas within-which mod.-sev. defo. was caused 2015 = 2,529 ha (Light = 1,772 ha, Mod.-sev. = 757 

ha); 2014 = 23,335 ha.  

MB Fall 2015 CFIA confirmed that GM was established in the prov. Treated end of May - June 2015. 

SK 2015 = 472 delta traps deployed. One positive trap in Regina.  

BC 2015 large drop in moth catches. Just under 5,000 ha treated in spring 2015; no treatment planned 

for 2016.  

SK Works on a collaborative, coordinated response with AB. Focuses on the leading edge of outbreak in 

AB.  

AB 2015 = $35 million allocated for management. 2015 inc. in beetle activity in Hinton which has been 

beetle free for a long time. Some beetle presence areas detected near SK border.  

BC 2015 = 2,288,285 ha.  

NWT 5 year monitoring plan developed. Aerial survey along NWT, AB, & BC borders. 3 baiting locations 

along highways at AB/NWT border. 2015 = no MPB activity detected.  

YT 2015 ground survey = no beetle found. Early warning detection since 2009 = 15 pheromone bait tree 

stations in Southern YT & Northern BC to detect beetle presence. 2015 = no beetle detected. A net-

work of baits sites near BC border - all negative in 2015.  
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Entomologist’s Overview Update from the Forestry Pest Management Forum (cont.) 

Table 5. REPORTS on HEMLOCK LOOPER (HL). 

 

Table 6. REPORTS on SPRUCE BEETLE (SB). 

 
Table 7. REPORTS on JACK PINE BUDWORM (JPBW). 

 
Table 8. REPORTS on EMERALD ASH BORER (EAB). 

 
Table 9 REPORTS on WHITESPOTTED SAWYER BEETLE (WSS) 

 

NS Trapping data 2015 = numbers remain low. Avg. trap catch dropped to 31 moths/trap, ~ half of 2014 

numbers. Max trap catch - 375 moths unchanged from 2014.  

NL Defo. 2015= 2,730 ha mod.-sev.  

QC Defo. 2015 = 6,444 ha; 2014 = 15,444 ha.  

ON Increasing concern Parry Sound & Georgian Bay.  

NB Patchy areas around Moncton/Fundy National Park.  

AB Historically small & scattered pops. 2015 = 1,400 ha; 2014 = 650 ha in Rocky Mountain House.  

BC 2015 = 2,864,751 ha, 2014 = 194,050 ha.  

USA Pops. increasing in southern Colorado. Outbreak started in wilderness area blowdown on national for-

est 2014 = >700000 acres most in Colorado.  

ON Areas within-which mod.-sev. defo. was caused 2015 = 21,349 ha 2014 = 22,010 ha.  

MB Defo. 2015 = 3,285 ha first time in a long time. Interlake Region – building pop.  

SK Numbers up in 2015. No overwintering larvae (L2s) & no defo.  

ON Areas within-which decline & mortality were caused to ash species 2015 = 41,402 ha; 2014 = 43,338 

ha. 2004-2015 (cumulative) = 237,792 ha; 2004-2014 (cumulative) = 196,390 ha.  

MB Ongoing monitoring. 40 green prism traps deployed. No beetles found.  

USA New infestations found in Louisiana in 2015. Now found in 25 states.  

NB Scattered reports, mostly from Christmas tree & balsam fir plantations.  

ON Scattered reports, mostly from Christmas tree & balsam fir plantations. 

Areas-within-which mod.-sev. damage was caused in NW Region 2015 = 925 ha. 

NWT Whitespotted sawyer beetle complex attacking pines.  
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Entomologist’s Overview Update from the Forestry Pest Management Forum (cont.) 

Table 10. REPORTS on DROUGHT. 

 

Table 11. REPORTS on ASPEN SERPENTINE LEAFMINER (ASLM). 

 

Table 12. REPORTS on BROWN SPRUCE LONGHORN BEETLE (BSLB). 

 
Table 13. REPORTS on BEECH BARK DISEASE (BBD). 

 
Table 14. REPORTS on DISTURBANCE AGENTS SPECIFIC to NS. 

BC 2015 = <11000 ha will monitor more intensively in 2016.  

NWT Drought symptoms evident across territory for several years.  

NWT 2015 = 220,500 ha slight dec. from 2014.  

YT Significant decs. occurred from 2009-2015; 2009 = 180,118 ha to 2015 ~ 4,131 ha.  

NS Apr 2, 2015, BSLB regulated area expanded to include entire province of NS & individ. sites in NB un-

der Notices of Prohibition of Movement. At this point CFIA discontinued BSLB pheromone trapping in 

NS.  

NB 2011 = one beetle detected Kouchibouguac National Park; likely from firewood movement; 2011 = 13 

trees removed; 2014 = 10 trees removed. 2015 no detections.  

2014 = one beetle detected in Memramcook; 2015 = 3 beetles trapped.  

QC Major concern, only present in 5 regions: Outaouais (1989), Laurentian (1993), Centre-du-Québec 

(1996), Lanaudière (2007) & Estrie (2010). New sites detected in 2014: Kingsey Falls & St. Bonaven-

ture (Centre-du -Québec).  

ON Point locations 2015 - continues to fill in range gaps.  

Beech Leaf-Mining Weevil Native to Europe. First detected in Canada in 2012 in Halifax (first record in 

NA). Currently well established in several areas, including Halifax & Cape 

Breton. 2014 = CFIA conducted detection survey in Maritime Provs. Not yet 

found outside of NS, 3 new positive locations in NS ID’d in Cape Breton Co. 

2015 = no survey conducted, new area reported near Baddeck. NSDNR 

aerial survey 2015 = 31 ha defo. in Central Region.  

Balsam Woolly Adelgid Native to Asia. 18 permanent plots used for pop. monitoring. Looks at an-

nual change in the # of adults & gout levels. Overwintering 2015 = pops. 

Inc. at 1 plot, dec. at 5 & no change at remaining 12.  

Hemlock Woolly Adelgid Native to Asia. 2015 = in co-op with CFIA, NSDNR conducted visual detec-

tion surveys in 10 remote hemlock stands in Western Region. None detect-

ed.  
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Entomologist’s Overview Update from the Forestry Pest Management Forum (cont.) 

Table 15. REPORTS on PESTS SPECIFIC to BC. 

 
Table 16. REPORTS on PESTS SPECIFIC to NB. 

 
Table 17. REPORTS on PESTS SPECIFIC to NWT.  

 
Table 18. REPORTS on DISTURBANCE AGENTS SPECIFIC to ON. 

 
Table 19. REPORTS on PESTS SPECIFIC to SK. 

 
Table 20. REPORTS on PESTS SPECIFIC to YT 

Douglas Fir Beetle 2015 = 47,627 ha up from 2014.  

Fall Webworm 2015 = pops. elevated in southern NB.  

Yellowheaded Spruce Sawfly Reports from across prov. Typically ornamental spruce species.  

Pine Shoot Beetle Detected in Nov. 9, 2015 Connors & Edmundston ~ 50 km from detec-

tions in Quebec.  

Grey Willow Leaf Beetle 2015 = 9,100 ha. Native to territory but first outbreak.  

Willow Blotch Leafminer 2015 = over 7,000 ha.  

Larch Case Bearer  Areas within which mod.-sev. defoliation was caused 2015 = 1,869 ha; 

2014 = 9,631 ha.  

Cedar Leafminer 

(various species)  

Areas within which mod.-sev. defo. was caused 2015 = 511 ha; 2014 = 

10,780 ha.  

Blowdown  Areas-within-which blowdown caused damage 2015 = 2,047 ha.  

Dutch Elm Disease Conducts surveillance & removal activities in 7 rural DED management 

buffer zones. Tree removals 2015 = 199; 2014 = 252. Tree marking in 

prov. parks 2015 = 136 trees. 2015 = infected tree numbers dec.’d.  

Large Aspen Tortrix  2015 significant inc. in area defo. from no defo. in 2009 to 2015 = 

44,237 ha.  

Aspen Decline Covered ~ 5,621 ha some occurring in combo. with aspen leaf miner & 

large aspen tortrix.  
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Entomologist’s Overview Update from the Forestry Pest Management Forum (cont.) 

Table 21. REPORTS on PESTS SPECIFIC to USA. 

Southern Pine Beetle  Remains at low levels across most of the South but picking up in some are-

as. First detected in Oct. 2014 in pitch pines on Long Island, NY.  

Sudden Oak Death  In 15 counties in California, 1 in Oregon. Both strains found in Oregon.  

Western Spruce Budworm  Defo. 2014 = 2,082,000 acres; 2013 =1,666,000 acres.  

Bits and Pieces 

Welcome New and Returning Employees 

Justin Smith 

 I would like to take this opportunity to welcome our newest member to the Forest Health 

Group in Shubenacadie, Shannon Breen. Shannon has spent several years with Forest Inven-

tory in Truro and has joined our team for the winter season with plans to return to Inventory 

in the spring. Shannon is a very ambitious individual with a keen interest to learn more about 

the insect world and is an exceptional fit here in Forest Health.  

 Also, I’d like to welcome back Forest Health Officer, Rob Davis. Rob is returning for his 3rd season with 

Forest Health and brings experience from the district offices as well as from Pest Detection Officer duties . 

Pest Detection Officer (PDO) Learning Opportunities 

Justin Smith 

 In past years we have offered the “Pest Detec-

tion Officer Training Course” the day before the 

“Pest Detection Officer Annual Workshop” in April. 

Last year we had some confusion as to which one 

PDOs and staff who fill in for PDOs should attend. 

To remove this confusion we have decided to offer 

the Training Course a couple weeks after the Annual 

PDO Workshop.  

 What does each day provide and who should 

attend? The PDO Annual Workshop is a yearly 1-day 

event where results from previous year’s surveys 

and information on current forest pest topics are 

presented. PDOs also receive survey supplies for the 

coming season. All PDOs should attend and if possi-

ble, staff who assisted with PDO duties. I’d also like 

to encourage any supervisors to attend as time and 

travel allows. 

 The PDO Training Course is also a 1-day event. 

It is designed to provide detailed instruction on 

tasks required to complete Forest Health surveys. 

This course is directed to any PDO and any perma-

nent or seasonal staff that may assist or act in PDO 

positions. It is a one-time course but if it has been a 

while since you took it, then by all means take it 

again for a refresher. We are working on making the 

Training Course mandatory for any district techs 

who are assigned PDO’s duties and also adding new 

material and adjusting existing material to fit current 

methodologies. If interest warrants, we may consid-

er coming to the 3 regions to present the course. 

This is not finalized yet but stay tuned for further 

information. 

 Hope this makes things a bit more clear! 
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Bits and Pieces (cont.) 

Western Conifer Seed Bug (WCSB) 

Jacqui Gordon 

 The western conifer seed bug, Leptoglossus occi-

dentalis, is a species of true bug (Hemiptera) in the 

family Coreidae or leaf-footed bugs. The adults aver-

age between 1.5 - 2.0 cm in length and approximate-

ly 0.5 - 0.7 cm in width. Most of their body varies in 

colour from a reddish brown to a grey brown with a 

wavy white line across their forewings. 

 This insect first appeared in Nova Scotia in the 

early 2000's. Both the nymphs and the adults feed on 

the seeds of the pines in the summer but it has not 

been reported as a pest in this region. The WCSB is 

most noticeable when it starts showing up in homes 

in late fall or early winter where it is attempting to 

escape the weather and overwinter. It cannot breed 

in houses and is not known to be harmful to people. 

In houses, no chemical control is necessary. Simply 

remove the insect from the house and ensure doors 

and windows are properly screened and sealed, to 

prevent entry. 

 

Reference: Swann, J. 2003. Western Conifer Seed 

Bug. Pest Diagnostic Clinic, University of Guelph: 

http://www.uoguelph.ca/pdc/Factsheets/Insect/

WesternConiferSeedBug.htm 

Western conifer seed bug. 

Forest Health and Fall Surveys 

Jacqui Gordon 

 This is a very busy time for Forest Health. Overwintering insect surveys are a 

vital part of assessing current insect populations and providing predictions for the 

coming season.  

Spruce Budworm Overwintering Survey 

 Branches are soaked and then washed to remove second instar larvae. The 

sample is filtered onto gridded filter paper to remove as much debris as possible. 

Material on the filter paper is examined under a scope to look for larvae. 

Final stage: washed and 

filtered debris from sample. 

Rob Davis and Kris Lambert washing the 

branches to remove SBW larvae. 

Shannon Breen filtering 

the samples.  

Mike LeBlanc scoping the 

final stage.  
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Project Updates 

 
Spruce Budworm Pheromone Trap Survey 

Kris Lambert 

Spruce budworm pheromone trap results, 2015. 

 In 2015, Forest Health staff and Pest Detection Officers from each District placed traps at 148 sites 

throughout the province.  Trap catches were collected the last week of August to the first week of Septem-

ber. Thanks to all the Pest Detection Officers in the Districts who completed the bulk of the trapping, while 

Forest Health staff concentrated on sites in the Cape Breton Highlands. The data collected from this survey 

indicates a slight rise in the average number of SBW moths per trap from 2.1 moths per trap in 2014 to 3.0 

moths per trap in 2015. The highest moth catch was 28 moths in a trap near Port Hastings in Inverness 

County.  There was also an increase in the number of positive trap catches from 60% in 2014 up to 65% in 

2015.  It is predicted that the population of SBW in Nova Scotia will continue to rise in the coming years.   
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Project Updates 

 
Hemlock Looper Pheromone Trap Survey 

Kris Lambert 

 In 2015, Forest Health staff and Pest Detection Officers from each District placed traps at 147 sites 

throughout the province.  Trap catches were collected near the end of October. Thanks to all the Pest Detec-

tion Officers in the Districts who completed the bulk of the trapping, while Forest Health staff concentrated 

on sites in the Cape Breton Highlands.  The data collected from this year’s survey indicates a decline in the 

average number of HL moths per trap from 63 moths per trap in 2014 down to 29 moths per trap 2015.  

However, the number of traps with positive catches slightly increased from 95.8% in 2014 up to 97.7% per-

cent in 2015. The highest moth catch in 2015 was 375 moths in a trap in Victoria County.  We are currently 

working on the HL overwintering egg surveys for 2015.  

Hemlock looper pheromone trap results, 2015. 
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Project Updates 
European Gypsy Moth Pheromone Trap Survey 

Jacqui Gordon 

 The collection time for gypsy moth traps was from 14 July to 15 September 2014. The traps were placed 

and checked by the district Pest Detection Officers. 

 The gypsy moth trap survey is done in 2 parts. The Delta traps are placed in the unregulated part of the 

province to detect any new spread. The Multi-pher traps are placed across the province to give an overall 

snapshot of the population across the province. 

Gypsy Moth Multi pher Trap Survey 

 Gypsy moth multi-pher traps are placed at Nova Scotia Department of Natural Resources offices, or in 

Provincial Parks. They are checked throughout the season based on region. 

 In 2015, the highest trap catches were at Lunenburg (1334), Jerry Lawrence Park, Halifax Co. (1323), 

and Churchover, Shelburne Co. (1079). The catch in Bible Hill, Colchester Co. dropped from the high catego-

ry in 2014 to moderate and the catch at Cornwallis, Annapolis Co. increased from the low category in 2014 to 

moderate. Trap catches remain high in the Western and  most of the Central Regions. In the unregulated 

zone, catches remain low or zero. 

European gypsy moth multi-pher trap survey results, 2015. 
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Project Updates 

 
Gypsy Moth Delta Pheromone Trap Survey 

Jacqui Gordon 

 Delta traps were placed in the communities of Inverness, Cheticamp, Baddeck, Big Pond, St.Peter’s, Mul-

grave, Guysborough, and Antigonish. 

 

 Trap catches remain in the LOW category in 2015. 

European gypsy moth delta trap survey results, 2015. 
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Project Updates 

 
Blackheaded Budworm Pheromone Trap Survey 

Justin Smith 

 In the 2015 survey year Forest Health monitored 41 blackheaded budworm traps in Inverness and Victo-

ria Counties. This was the 3rd year for this trapping survey since the lure for the insect was developed in 

2013. Of the 41 pheromone traps that were set 100% had a positive catch which is up from last year’s 95%. 

However the average number of moths per trap was 87 which is down from 161 moths per trap in 2014. The 

forest health crew is now working on the blackheaded budworm overwintering egg wash. 

Blackheaded budworm trap survey results, 2015. 
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The Last Laugh . . .  
 
 
 A zookeeper is ordering new animals. As he fills out the forms, he types “two 
mongeese.” That doesn’t look right, so he tries “two mongoose,” then 
“two mongooses.” 
 Giving up, he types, “One mongoose, and while you’re at it, send another one.” 
 

 

 

Poodle: “My life is a mess. My owner is mean, my girlfriend is leaving me for a German shepherd, and I’m 

nervous as a cat.” 

Collie: “Why don’t you go see a psychiatrist?” 

Poodle: “I can’t. I’m not allowed on the couch.” 

 

 

Security System 

 When a neighbor’s home was burglarized, I decided to be more 

safety conscious. But my measly front-door lock wasn’t going to stop 

anyone, so I hung this sign outside: 

 

 

 

 

 

New words for 2016 

Chairdrobe (n.): piling clothes on a chair in place of a closet or dresser. 

Epiphanot (n.): an idea that seems like an amazing insight to the conceiver but is in fact pointless, mundane, 

stupid, or incorrect. 

Internest (n.): the cocoon of blankets and pillows you gather around yourself while spending long periods of 

time on the Internet. 

Textpectation (n.): the anticipation felt when waiting for a response to a text. 

Unkeyboardinated (adj.): when you’re unable to type without repeatedly making mistakes. 

 

 

The Most Confusing Password 
 I was in a couple’s home trying to fix their Internet connection. The husband called out to his wife in the 

other room for the computer password. “Start with a capital S, then 123,” she shouted 

back. 

 We tried S123 several times, but it didn’t work. So we called the wife in. As she in-

put the password, she muttered, “I really don’t know what’s so difficult about typing 

Start123.” 

 
Nancy, 
Don’t come in. 
The snake is loose. 
Mom. 


